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The origin of the electrorheological ͑ER͒ response is now widely accepted as due to the polarization of the solid suspended particles in an external electric field. [1] [2] [3] [4] Polarized particles would appear as electric dipoles, which attract each other to form chain and column structures aligned along the external field direction, [5] [6] [7] with attendant rheological implications. This simple picture, however, ignores the effect of conductivity or the imaginary part of the dielectric constant, which can arise from relaxational processes. In particular, the observed frequency dependence of the ER effect 8 would be difficult to explain within such a simple framework.
In this letter, we show that by varying the frequency of the applied electric field, there is significant variation in the column structure and its corresponding ER yield stress. Our experimental results are quantitatively explained by firstprinciple calculations with the complex dielectric constant for solid particles. The excellent theory-experiment agreement indicates that the Debye relaxation effect plays a role in the particle-particle interaction. Frequency is thus an important parameter in controlling the ER structure and the associated yield stress. We have also measured the column-size distribution at the high-field limit, shown to be Gaussian in character. The mean column size increases as a function of the electric field but saturates and stabilizes at about 1 kV/ mm.
The ER fluid in our experiments consists of 50Ϯ3 m glass spheres suspended in silicone oil with a volume fraction of 15%Ϯ5%. To prepare the samples, both the glass spheres and the oil were heated to 100°C for 5 h in order to remove any trace water. The static yield stress was measured by using a standard parallel-plate torsional device with ac electric field applied across the ER fluid, sandwiched between the two parallel plates. The lower plate was rotated slowly, dragging along the top plate, which was connected with a torsion meter. The static yield stress was determined when relative slipping occurs between the two plates. The power supply used in our experiments was specially designed with a sinusoidal voltage output, with variablefrequency ranging from 30 Hz to 8 kHz. The output voltage was in situ monitored to keep it stable over the whole measuring frequency range. A separated optical microscope with a charge-coupled-device camera was used to monitor the structure of the ER fluids. To obtain a top view of the column structure, the ER fluid was sandwiched between two indium-tin-oxide ͑ITO͒ coated glass plates, where the two transparent electrodes with a gap of 2 mm were connected to the power supply. For the sideview, two parallel brass electrodes were mounted on a glass slide to form a cell with a volume of 2.5ϫ10ϫ5 mm 3 . Two-dimensional images taken at a fixed field strength of 550 V/mm but different frequencies are shown in Fig. 1 . We note that at low frequencies the glass spheres form perfect chains across the two electrodes ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, while at high frequencies the chains shorten ͓Figs. 1͑b͒-1͑e͔͒, and finally dissociate when the frequency is higher than 6 kHz. It should be emphasized that in our experiment only electro- static interaction among the spheres is involved. Brownian motion is negligible due to the large particle size. The overall trend observed in this experiment indicates that the interaction among the dielectric particles decreases as the frequency increases, leading to the formation of shorter chains. A comparison of measured frequency-dependent static yield stress ͑solid symbols͒ with those predicted theoretically ͑solid line͒ is shown in Fig. 2 . The first-principles calculation is based on the method described in Ref. 8 , with a Debye relaxation form for the solid dielectric constant 1 ϭ6.2 ϩ͓21.8/(1Ϫi0.0045f )͔. It should be noted that the frequency dependence arises from the imaginary part in the denominator of ⑀ 1 , which gives a good account for the measured yield stress as a function of frequency. The corresponding structure variations as a function of frequencies are shown as insets in Fig. 2 , where we note that at lower frequencies the particles tend to form thicker separated columns, and the columns become thinner as the frequency increases. When the frequency is higher than 2 kHz, only chains can be formed instead of columns ͓inset, Fig. 2͑d͔͒ . Chains start to bend and sag down to the bottom of the cell when the frequency is further increased, due to the weaker interaction between the particles. Previously, thin columns and chains have been observed to form ͑with 27 m glass beads or zeolite particles͒ under a dc electric field. 9, 10 This has also been observed in our experiments carried out at low frequencies.
The Debye relaxation associated with the observed frequency variation has a time scale on the order of 1-2 ms. Such a time scale is consistent with our earlier results on the frequency and water content dependencies of yield stress and the effective dielectric constant, 11 which can be traced to the Debye relaxation of surface double layers involving mobile ions.
In Fig. 3 , we show the static yield stress results of fixing the frequency at 50 Hz and varying the electric-field strength. The corresponding structure variations as a function of field strength are shown in the insets. It is seen that the particles distribute randomly at zero field. The particles first aggregate to form chains spanning across the two electrodes ͓insets, Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͔͒, then the chains coalesce to form columns as the electric field increases. The column size eventually stabilizes at a diameter that is less than ten particles ͓insets, Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͔͒. Corresponding to this structure change is, of course, a monotonic increase in the ER static yield stress. By curve fitting, a power-law dependence is found between the static yield stress ͑͒ and field strength (E):ϳE m , with the exponent m approximately equal to 1.89, which is close to the theoretical value of 2. We conclude from Figs. 2 and 3 that the frequency and the strength of the electric field are almost interchangeable within a certain parameter range.
We have also measured the distribution of the column sizes in the high-field limit. As the columns have irregular cross sections, in our measurement the diameter of each column was obtained by averaging the sizes measured along its longest and shortest axes. Figure 4 shows the size distributions measured at fixed strength Eϳ1.0Ϯ0.1 kV and frequency of 50 Hz. The insets show side and top views of the column profiles taken with the ITO transparent electrodes, where the columns can be clearly identified. It is found that the distribution of the column diameter can be well fitted by a Gaussian distribution.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated experimentally and theoretically that the structure and the static yield stress of ER fluids are strongly influenced by the frequency, as well as the strength, of the applied electric field. The frequency dependence of the yield stress is shown to be quantitatively explained by a Debye relaxation form of the solid-particle dielectric constant. In addition, we found that in the highfield limit, there is a Gaussian distribution of column sizes, peaked at about five particle diameters.
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